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Abstract：Scattering	medium	brings	great	difficulties	to	locate	and	image	planar	objects	especially	when	the	object	

has	a	large	depth.	In	this	letter,	a	novel	learning‐based	method	is	presented	to	locate	and	image	the	object	hidden	

behind	a	thin	scattering	diffuser.	A	multi‐task	network,	named	DINet,	is	constructed	to	predict	the	depth	and	the	

image	of	the	hidden	object	from	the	captured	speckle	patterns.	The	provided	experiments	verify	that	the	proposed	

method	enables	 to	 locate	 the	object	with	a	depth	mean	error	 less	 than	0.05	mm,	and	 image	 the	object	with	an	

average	PSNR	above	24	dB,	in	a	large	depth	ranging	from	350	mm	to	1150	mm.	The	constructed	DINet	can	obtain	

multiple	physical	information	via	a	single	speckle	pattern,	including	both	the	depth	and	image.	Comparing	with	the	

traditional	methods,	 it	paves	the	way	to	the	practical	applications	requiring	 large	 imaging	depth	of	field	behind	

scattering	media.	

 
Recovering hidden object through scattering medium has the broad application prospects in many fields ranging from atmospheric 

optics to biomedical optics [1, 2]. However, scattering media disrupts original information of the observed objects, and brings challenges 

to the imaging and measurement [3]. Some methods have been put forward to solve the scattering imaging problem, such as single-pixel 

imaging [4, 5], wavefront shaping imaging [6-8] and optical memory effect (OME) imaging [9-11]. However, the single-pixel imaging 

methods need more acquisition times with different compression ratios on different scenes, the state-of-the-art devices cannot shape the 

complex-valued wavefront precisely via wavefront shaping methods and the OME methods have a strict limitation on the field of view. 

Instead of building a complex physical model, deep learning (DL) is efficient to solve complex mapping relationships, which can generate 

an optimized model driven by a large-scale dataset [12]. The applications in scattering objects is a classical problem with complex 

mapping principle. For imaging through scattering media, DL has been successfully demonstrated to reconstruct through ground glasses, 

multimode fibers and fat emulsion [13-17]. The DL methods have great capability in generalization [15] and can also expend at least 40 

times of the OME range [18].  

The speckle patterns restoration is the main focus of the above research works, rather than other physical information. The object 

ranging and positioning are essential to the atmosphere or biological applications. To date, some techniques can acquire the hidden object 

depth via WFT-based (Windowed Fourier Transforms) ME measurement in phase space [19], PSF manipulation [20], chromatic 

aberration compensation [21] and coherence gating [22]. In order to obtain the depth information, the traditional physical methods are 

realized indirectly through the mapping relationship between the speckle pattern and the planer object position. Thus, these methods 

listed above cannot obtain depth and reconstructed image synchronously. The chromatic aberration compensation and coherence gating 

methods have good performance in traditional methods, which need additional optical reference arm to provide depth-related reference 

information. The reference arm configuration will make the experimental arrangement and adjustment more complicated. Besides, these 

depth detection methods are difficult to build complete physical models for obtaining absolute depth information. In which, the reported 

maximum depth is 90.5 mm on one side via chromatic aberration compensation. Further expansion of the depth detection capabilities is 

meaningful for expanding the practical applications. The critical requirements to acquire these physical information in these detection 



methods restrict their wide application in practice. However, the DL method on depth detection is limited with physical instruction and 

effective network structure. The depth information of hidden planar objects cannot be measured efficiently, with or without prior 

information, due to the scattering disruption and the model ability.  

In this letter, for the first time, a novel DL framework (DINet) is proposed to realize simultaneous depth prediction and image 

reconstruction from a single speckle pattern, which is a dual-channel network providing different attributes. Unlike usual DL applications, 

where the information distribution or degradation degree is changed, requiring the DINet has great capability for data mining and multi-

task collaboration. DINet can also simplify the hardware requirements and experimental process by removing the reference arm 

configuration. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first model that solves the problem of quantitative locating and synchronous 

imaging in field up to 1150 mm through scattering.  

The end-to-end DINet is proposed to learn a statistical model relating to the speckle patterns generated in different positions. The 

practical systematic configuration, which is designed to collect the experimental data including the speckle patterns and the distance 

between object and diffuser, is drawn schematically in Fig. 1(a). As for Fig. 1(b), it is the description of locating distance with optical path 

unfold. The content structure of DINet is shown in Fig. 1(c). A single speckle pattern goes through the dual-channel network, which 

produces a depth value by the locating-channel network and a 256*256 reconstruction with the imaging-channel network.  

 
Fig.1. Systematic configuration. (a) Experimental arrangement. CL, collimating lens; TIR, total internal reflection prism; DMD, digital micro-

mirror device. (b) Description of imaging distance with optical path unfold. (c) Schematic diagram of DINet Architecture. 

The key structure of the multi-task network is based on Efficient Residual Factorized (ERF) layers [23], which is a residual 

architecture with reducing the computational costs and remaining the remarkable accuracy. The locating-channel consists of Discrete 

Fourier Transform (DFT), encoder part and fully connected layers to extract the location features and regress the depth values. The 

imaging-channel follows the encoder-decoder architecture with modification of the long-range skip connection to improve 

reconstruction quality.  

To train the DINet, the mean absolute error (MAE) and the mean squared error (MSE) is used as loss function for evaluating the training 

model. The MAE for the depth-channel and the MSE for the imaging-channel are calculated as:  
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I are the reconstructed images and ground truths, respectively; i

is the index number of the training dataset, and N is the mini-batch size. Two sub-networks can be trained synchronously with multi-

task loss in the DINet framework. If only a particular function needed, the sub-channel network can also be trained and work 

independently.  



Phase-space measurement of scattering provides the features for depth information calibration [19]. Phase-space optics contains 

the spatial and spatial frequency information, which allows the visualization of space position information [24]. The Wigner distribution 

function (WDF) can be used to describe the phase space features, defined as  

 ( , ) ( / 2) ( / 2) ikf r k r r e d         ,                                   (2) 

where r = (x,	y) and k = (kx,	ky) are the two-dimensional spatial and spatial frequency vectors, and ( )r  is the wave spread function [25, 

26]. Due to the visible phenomenon that depth variation would make the Phase -space images changing regularly, the fitted slope of 

speckle patterns, A , is related to variable depth linearly as 1 /
x

A d . Thus, the DFT process of speckle patterns can help locating-channel 

network to extract the distance features for depth prediction. The DINet can regress the depth value via effective data mining and 

powerful fitting capability, which can optimize the complex mapping relationships as:  

0( , , )xd S d           ,                                                            (3)	

where  is mapping function generated by DINet, S is the speckle pattern of hidden object, d0 is the distance between CMOS and 

scattering media, and  is the wavelength of light source.  

 
Fig.2. Schematic of Speckle collecting setups. 

Finally, the proposed DINet is tested on real optical datasets and the datasets acquisition system is displayed in the Fig. 2. A digital 

micro-mirror device (DMD) (pixel count: 1024*768, pixel pitch: 13.68 μm) is employed to display handwritten digits selected as object 

images from the MINIST database on its surface. A TIR prism is employed to fold light path for capturing the patterns conveniently. A 

ground glass diffuser (Thorlabs, DG100X100-220-N-BK7) is selected as the thin scattering diffuser. The LED (Thorlabs, M625L4) 

combined with a filter (Thorlabs, FL632.8-1, central wavelength: 632.8±0.2 nm) is designed as the narrow band partially coherent light 

source for the experimental arrangement. The speckle patterns corresponding to different positions can be obtained by moving the 

motorized stage. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the optical path can be unfolded from TIR prism between the DMD and the CMOS (Balser, 

acA1920-155um). The value of d0 is 80 mm which is the distance between ground glass and CMOS camera working surface. The devices 

in the dashed box are fixed relatively to ensure the d0 is a constant value. Thus, the experimental setup within the dashed box are moved 

within the working stroke by motorized stage to get the variable depth of the hidden planar objects.  



For training the DINet, 1100 speckle patterns are recorded at each position and selecting 1000 speckle patterns as training data, 50 

speckle patterns as validation data, and 50 speckle patterns as testing data. The training set is processed with a mini-batch size of 32. Each 

model is trained with 400 epochs by Adam optimizer for up to 8 hours. The learning rate starts with 5*10-4 in the first 200 epochs and 

5*10-5 for the final 200 epochs. The DINet is performed using the PyTorch 1.3.1 Python library on a single NVIDIA GeForce Titan RTX 

graphics unit.  

Fig.3. Quantitative evaluation for DINet. (a) The depth predictions and errors in 5 positions. An object ground truth and corresponding 

reconstruction are shown in each sample range. (b) The average MAE and PSNR are calculated for imaging evaluation each position. (c) and 

(d) are the resolution capability of the DINet in different ranges.  

To quantitatively evaluate the locating and imaging performance of the DINet, the MAE and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is 

employed to measure the locating accuracy and imaging quality. The multi-task results of untrained samples in the whole working stroke 

are shown in the Fig. 3(a), which include the locating testing results and imaging examples with corresponding ground truth. The distance 

of object relative movement from 350 mm to 1150 mm with stride of 200 mm. The abscissa is testing sample sequence and each position 

has 50 untrained samples. Obviously, the DINet can regress the depth of different distribution and restore the hidden object. The locating 

accuracy and error distribution are represented clearly via comparing with mean depth error, which is 0.04541mm indicated with green 

dash line. From the depth error distribution, the locating accuracy is reducing with distance increasing. Meanwhile, the result of the 

imaging-channel evaluation via MAE and PSNR is drawn in Fig. 3(b). The imaging quality is reducing slightly with distance increasing due 

to too small targets, and the average PSNR of reconstruction is calculated up to 24.7 dB in the whole working stroke.  

The DINet has subdivision capability to locating and imaging from large stride to slight range. Both the ends of working stroke are 

selected to test DINet by changing the stride to 2 mm. From Fig. 3(c) and (d), the DINet can keep high resolution in the beginning stroke 

(350-354 mm) on the multi-task. Corresponding to the beginning stroke, the DINet can also complete the multi-task during the ending 

stroke (1146-1150 mm) of the subdivided working stroke. But, the refining capability of the ending stroke is lower than beginning in case 

of the same stride, with a mean error declining from 0.00948 mm to 0.07622 mm. It is consistent with the above analysis of the error 

distribution. To conclude, the DINet has good performance in locating and imaging from Fig. 3(a) and (b). However, with the distance 

increasing, the quantity of collected speckle patterns is limited by CMOS sensitivity. Besides, more system noise will be introduced, such 

as stray light and stage collimation error. All of above factors will result in performance reducing for locating accuracy and imaging quality.  

When the depth of the target is not placed in the exact position as the training set, the DINet still has the depth generalization 

capability to recover targets and their depth synchronously. The DINet has different generalization capability with the distribution of 

position and step size. As shown in the Table 1 and the Fig. 4, the generalization of missing distance in the middle is better than the 

marginal and the smaller sampling steps is better than the large relatively. The depth generalization capability decreases with distance. It 

is difficult to obtain generalization depth information and reconstruction with too large step size. The results of depth generalization 

capability can also be explained from the aspect of data acquisition, which corresponds to the distribution of uniform sampling and the 

effective interval of sampling points. 



Table 1. Results of depth generalization 

Training depth (mm) Generalize depth (mm) Mean error (mm) 

350, 352, 356, 358 354 0.2143 

352, 354, 356, 358 350 0.6612 

350, 550, 950, 1150 750 48.3811 

 

 
Fig.4. Reconstruction results in generalization depth. 

The DINet can obtain relatively accurate generalization via the subdivision ability of dense measurement and extending the coverage 

of distance. The multi-modal measurement technology through a single speckle pattern based on the DINet has potential in practical 

applications, e.g., removing the effect of inclement weather conditions to produce a photo and a depth map in fog. The capability of depth 

generalization makes the DINet pave the way to a practical application.  

In addition, the locating capability of DINet has nothing to do with the sizes of the images in the dataset. In geometrical optics, the 

transverse magnification of an optical system is given by the ratio of the image size to the object size, as well as the image distance to the 

object distance, ' / /m h h v u   , where m  is the magnification, the object size and the image size are h  and 'h , and the object 

distance and the image distance are u  and v , respectively. If we set a constant target on the DMD, the size of ground truth captured 

without scattering medium is proportionally decreasing with the distance between the camera and the DMD. Meanwhile, the size of 

speckle autocorrelation behind scattering medium is also proportionally decreasing with the distance between the diffuser and the DMD 

[27]. However, the distance dx is the only variable related to the recording position of the speckle patterns via the DINet. In order to obtain 

the same imaging size, the 80 pixel objects and the 102 pixel objects are selected in the 350 mm position and the 450 mm position, 

respectively. The depth regression and image reconstruction are shown in Fig. 5. It is proved that the locating capability of DINet is only 

relevant to the location of object and has nothing with the size of the object.  

 
Fig.5. Locating and imaging results with the different object size and the same imaging size.  

In this Letter, a multi-task DINet is designed for simultaneous prediction of depth information and reconstruction of object image 

from a single speckle pattern. This new method obtains reliable depth and imaging results, with an average error less than 0.05 mm in 

depth prediction and an average PSNR above 24 dB in object reconstruction, up to 1150 mm. This method, which is not limited to the 

discussed two tasks, does not need a complex experimental setup and can be applied to measure other physical information, such as 

locating in plane coordinates and hidden object classification. The proposed DINet technique opens up the way to multiple physical 

information measurement in practical application in case of scattering. But, the DINet can only regress the plane depth value in case of 



scattering. In the future, for pixel locating or three-dimensional measurement, a prior physical model will be helpful to guide the design 

of DL method.  
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